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Who’s Brian Johnson?

Security engineer for 7 
Minute Security

Podcaster Not famous Tiny movie star



Agenda

• Introduction

• Types of attacks

• Scenarios of the real-world attacks

• Ways to detect the attacks

• Conclusion
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• Attackers are finding a great deal 
of success compromising our 
environments

• Penetration testing can help to 
emulate attacks and find issues 
before we’re compromised

• We see more:
– Credential attacks

– Malware

– Social engineering
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Introduction

Source: 2019 Verizon DBIR
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• Penetration testing is the process of emulating attacker 
techniques to attempt compromise of information 
technology assets and data

• Reasons to test:
– Demonstrate the effectiveness of security controls

– Demonstrate real risks to management

– Improve security awareness in IT and elsewhere

– Discover gaps in compliance posture

– Improve security monitoring and response tactics and 
capabilities
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Emulating Real-World Attacks
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• The list of top attacker 
actions in breaches is 
getting tedious

• Why: It’s pretty similar to 
the past several years.

• End user attacks to get in? 
Check.

• Malware and backdoors? 
Check.
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Top Actions in Breaches

Source: 2019 Verizon DBIR
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• The team at Verizon looked at 
the variety of actions seen in all 
the breach cases:

– Credentials

– Attacking login services

– Exploits

– Use of malware/backdoors/etc
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Top Hacking Variety Overall 

Source: 2019 Verizon DBIR
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• Get user credentials and passwords

• Search through the file system for sensitive data

– This can be defined per the scope

• Review local firewalls and access controls, trust 
relationships, and application access

– “Service accounts” in scripts for applications
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Attacker Post-Exploit Goals
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• Credentials (especially weak ones) are the bane 
of our existence these days

– Are trust relationships and/or access controls 
weak from the inside? 

• Increasingly, attackers target end user and 
admin credentials

– What kinds of security measures are in place for 
local hosts?
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Authentication/Credential Attacks
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• Privilege escalation is a common post-exploit attack 
vector

• Attackers will look for credentials, tokens, and other 
means of gaining privileges

• One example is a Kerberos “Golden Ticket” attack
– This is a Ticket Granting Ticket using the “KRBTGT NTLM” 

password hash to encrypt and sign it

– This hash is the domain’s Kerberos service account

– A golden ticket is good for 10 years or however long 
you want!
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Privilege Escalation
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• We’ve seen more varieties 
of malware than ever before

• Attackers are using more 
sophisticated tools and 
variants

– Ransomware is a common 
attack today
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Malware

Source: 2019 Verizon DBIR
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• A phish is a fake (typically spoofed) message that snares 
users into behaviors such as handing over credentials or 
data, or opening system access

• The payload typically centers around:

– Collecting credentials

– Deployment of a backdoor

• Phishing is still one of the most common attack vectors 
today
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Phishing: Still a Huge Threat
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• From the 2018 Verizon DBIR:

• Phishing is still incredibly common in attacks and breaches
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Phishing in Breaches
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• Verizon 2018 DBIR: • APWG Q4 2018:

Recent Phishing Trends 
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• We’ve seen them all over the 
years:
– The infamous password reset

– UPS/FedEx/Amazon package 
delivery

– An HR incident

– A simple calendar 
invite/share request

– Fake file transfers or 
document sharing
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Common Phishing Ruses
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• Many recent phishing 
examples target Office 365

• Combined attacks may:

– Send SharePoint links

– Prompt for logins

– Send documents from/to 
OneDrive
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Increasingly Targeting SaaS
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Another Office 365 Phish
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Dropbox Phishing Lure
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• Incident: Phishing attack
• Actor: Unknown
• What Happened: A Guaranteed Rate employee opened a phishing 

email, leading to a breach of personal data
• Impacts: 187,000 names and Social Security numbers exposed or 

stolen
• Implications: Phishing is still one of the top attack vectors

– Focus on employee education: 39% of employees admit to having 
clicked on links/attachments from unrecognized senders

– Focus on detection, as well as threat intelligence on actors targeting 
you
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Recent Breach: Guaranteed Rate
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• Incident: Massive breach of personal data
• Actor: Chinese Ministry of State Security, political/financial 

motivations
• What Happened: Attackers first got in by piercing the Starwood 

reservation system as early as 2014
• Impacts: 383 million “unique guests”

– Hackers accessed approximately 5.25 million unencrypted passport 
numbers

• Implications: Any travelers could be affected (4 years)
– Assess the cost vs. risk of canceling corporate and personal credit 

cards used with Marriott and Starwood rewards programs
– M&A lessons learned – could more due diligence from infosec help?
– Very long “dwell time” by attackers…how did this go unnoticed?
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Recent Breach: Marriott
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• Incident: Insider Data Theft
• Actor: A former SunTrust employee
• What Happened:  A former employee allegedly printed out the 

personal data of 1.5 million customers and tried to sell it to criminal 
parties

• Impacts: Apologies to affected parties, additional monitoring, and 
coordination with law enforcement

• Implications: Any organization, if not careful and diligent, can be 
targeted in a similar fashion
– Focus on HR practices and investigations
– Control access to PII and admin privileges
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Recent Breach: SunTrust
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• The attacks are happening more often

• The attackers are getting smarter!

• All is not hopeless, though:

– Educate users

– Assess yourself often

– Plan mitigation controls and tactics

– Monitor the environment carefully
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Wrapping Up



It’s story time!

Meet Mr. Dez Gruntled

Dez got fired from 7 Minute Security

He’s mad

REAL mad

He wants payback

He’s gonna hack the network to pieces!



Dez’s hacking notebook

“Ooo! Maybe they didn’t change the wifi password!”

”I wonder if my AD account is still active?”

“Are people still picking stinky passwords?”

“I’ll leave some ’presents’ on the file shares!”

“Crack and relay hashes!”

“DESTROY 7MS AT ALL COST!”



“Maybe they didn’t change the wifi password!”



“Maybe they didn’t change the wifi password!”



“I wonder if my AD account is still active?”



“I wonder if my AD account is still active?”



“Are people still picking stinky passwords?” (using Responder)



“Are people still picking stinky passwords?” (password 
spraying)



“Are people still picking stinky passwords?”



“Are people still picking stinky passwords?”



“Are people still picking stinky passwords?”



“I’ll leave some ‘presents’ on the file shares!” (HR share)



“I’ll leave some ‘presents’ on the file shares!”



“I’ll leave some ‘presents’ on the file shares!” (see all shares)



“I’ll leave some ‘presents’ on the file shares!” (with sneaky files)



“I’ll leave some ‘presents’ on the file shares!” (with sneaky files)



“I’ll leave some ‘presents’ on the file shares!” (upload sneaky files)



“I’ll leave some ‘presents’ on the file shares!”



“I’ll leave some ‘presents’ on the file shares!” (catch hashes)



“I’ll leave some ‘presents’ on the file shares!”



“I’ll leave some ‘presents’ on the file shares!”



“I’ll leave some ‘presents’ on the file shares!”



“I’ll leave some ‘presents’ on the file shares!” (capture hashes!)



“Crack and relay hashes!” (crack captured hashes!)



“Crack and relay hashes!” (crack captured hashes – nogo )



“Crack and relay hashes!” (what about local admin?)



“Crack and relay hashes!” (anybody not using SMB signing?)



“Crack and relay hashes!” (Responder+Multirelay = )



“Crack and relay hashes!” (could we have stopped this?)



“Crack and relay hashes!” (where else am I local admin?)



“Crack and relay hashes!”



“Crack and relay hashes!”



“Crack and relay hashes!” (enable wdigest)



“Establish persistence!” (with new local admin user) 



“Establish persistence!”



“Crack and relay hashes!”



“Crack and relay hashes!”



“Crack and relay hashes!”



“Trash the place!”



“Trash the place!”



“Escalate privileges!”



Conclusion

Practice good wifi security

Know what’s on your network!

Use long/strong/unique passwords

• Pwned Passwords for domain accounts

• Local Administrator Password Solution for local accounts

Turn on SMB signing

Monitor for important group membership changes



Netwrix Auditor

Know Your Data. Protect What Matters.



About Netwrix Corporation

Year of foundation: 2006 

Headquarters location: Irvine, California                

Global user base: over 300,000

Recognition:

7 years among the fastest growing      

software companies in the US

More than 140 industry awards
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Business Services

Healthcare & Pharma Government

Industrial and Technology
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Netwrix Data Sources



Useful links

 Free trial: Set up Netwrix Auditor in your own test environment netwrix.com/auditor

 Virtual appliance: Get Netwrix Auditor up and running in minutes netwrix.com/go/appliance

 In-browser demo: Run a demo right in your browser with no need to install anything

netwrix.com/go/browser_demo

 Contact Sales to obtain more information: netwrix.com/contactsales

https://www.netwrix.com/auditor.html?utm_source=webinars&utm_medium=follow-up&utm_campaign=slide-deck-link-what_real-world_attacks_look_like-and_how_to_stop_them_in_their_tracks
https://www.netwrix.com/virtual_appliances.html?utm_source=webinars&utm_medium=follow-up&utm_campaign=slide-deck-link-what_real-world_attacks_look_like-and_how_to_stop_them_in_their_tracks
https://www.netwrix.com/browser_demo.html?utm_source=webinars&utm_medium=follow-up&utm_campaign=slide-deck-link-what_real-world_attacks_look_like-and_how_to_stop_them_in_their_tracks
http://netwrix.com/contactsales?utm_source=webinars&utm_medium=follow-up&utm_campaign=slide-deck-link-what_real-world_attacks_look_like-and_how_to_stop_them_in_their_tracks

